You’re Invited.
The 2020 Graduate | Sponsor Salute!

Graduation celebrations across the world have been impacted by Covid-19 and its implications. As you have heard, Covid-19 means that Common Hope’s traditional Graduation Experience for both Sponsors and Students had to be revised.

So, this year we would like to offer you the opportunity to still celebrate this achievement— sponsor and student!
Together, you have achieved so much!

Join Us!

We hope that you will join us in celebrating your graduate.
Find more details on page 2.
To register, please contact Tannica Larson at TannicaL@us.commonhope.org.
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The 2020 Graduate | Sponsor Salute
A Covid-19 compliant take on 2020 Graduation

The 2020 Graduate | Sponsor Salute is a package designed to recognized and celebrate the commitment and achievement of a student and sponsor.

For Graduates
Common Hope has revised its pre-graduation program to be delivered digitally through a private Facebook group just for Common Hope graduates. This Covid-19 compliant facilitation is being co-created by Educational Support, Psychology, Scholarship and Youth Support teams in Guatemala. Together, they have produced a series of five valuable sessions for our graduates including resume preparation, interview skills and role-play, workforce transition, Common Hope alumni status, and achievement recognition. It is both an honor and privilege to know that we can continue to support our students as they move along in this journey.

For Sponsors
Graduation would not be possible without support from sponsors—your role in this achievement was critical. In order to celebrate the special role you have played in making this milestone possible, we have created an alternative to our traditional graduation experience that still provides meaningful and deserved recognition. We would like to invite you participate in the 2020 GRADUATE | SPONSOR SALUTE. Our team in Guatemala and Saint Paul is working to deliver an opportunity for you to celebrate what you and your graduate made possible.

2020 Graduate | Sponsor Salute Package
$200 (Early Bird Gift Request)

Included in this package:
- Video exchange with Graduate
  Common Hope is delighted to send a recorded video message to your graduate and their family. We will also secure a recorded video for you from your graduate.
- Photo of Graduate
- Exclusive invitation to a two-part virtual Zoom series
  Includes a Hope Lives Reflection activity and Exploring the Common Hope Model (Program Stations).
- Graduation Gift for Your Graduate
  Your grad’s name engraved on a brick on the Pathway of Dreams
- 15 Minute Give Hope Virtual Party for Sponsors with Viewing Party Kit
  More details to follow.
- Recognition during Virtual Party and on Common Hope’s Social Media
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